
Vehechezakta bo vechai ! Sources of Strength and Survival

1. Vayikra (Leviticus) 25:35 !1( "#."$ %&'!(
If your relative becomes destitute and their hand falters 

beside you, you shall strengthen them, whether they are 

a convert or a resident, so that they will live with you.
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2. Talmud Bavli - Sanhedrin 9b !2 ((*#9 57#7- ! =!&5">?7.6 
Rava taught: Every person is a relative unto themselves.         .(*@3 #@% 7(&' A5% :&*% %7&( 

3. Rashi on Vayikra 25:35 !3 (#3 !"B& "#."$ %&'!(
You shall strengthen them -   Do not allow them to slip 

down until they fall completely, for then it will be difficult 

to raise them; rather strengthen them as they begin to fail. 

To what is this comparable? To a burden upon a donkey - 

while it is still on the donkey, one person can hold it and 

set  it  in  place;  if  it  falls  to  the earth,  even five  people 

cannot set it back.
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4. Rambam, Hilchot Matnot Aniyim 10.7 !4 ( A!!>3 9(>9* 9($#" ,A"7*&.!D!
You shall  strengthen them -   this  means to  strengthen 

them  in  such  a  manner  that  their  falling  into  want  is 

prevented. 
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5. Rambam, Hilchot Rotzeach 1.14 .5 (A"7*&,@(& 9($#" .5!.% 
Whoever can save a life but fails to do so transgresses the 

negative commandment, Do not stand idly by the blood of  

your neighbour (Vayikra 10:9). 
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6. Talmud Bavli - Sanhedrin 6b .6 ((*#9 57#7- ! =!&5">?7.( 
Judges  should  know whom it  is  that  they  are  judging, 

before whom they are judging, and who will call them to 

account, as it is written, “God stands in the congregation 

of the Lord; in the midst of the judges God will  judge”  

(Tehillim 82:1). And so that the judge should not say: Why 

have all this trouble and responsibility? - it is further said: 

“God is with you in giving judgement” (Divrei Hayamim 

Beit,  19.6).  The  judges  should  be  concerned  only  with 

what they actually see with their own eyes.
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